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Performance Improvement in Fully Depleted Thin Film SOI MOSFETs
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LSI Research and Developnent Laboratory
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It has been reported that M0SFETs fabricated in thin S0I
structure (M0sFET/T-S0I) had several significant advantaSes when the s0Ilayer was fully dtplete6.t-z) Especially, the theoretical study for the
increase of carrier nobilities and the subsequent increase of slturation
current are very attractive fron the view point of device perfornance.
In this paper we investiSated the thin S0I nature for the electrical
characteritics by comparing the fully-depleted thin film S0I/MOSFETs withpartially-depleted cases by applying the back gate biases.

MOSFETs/T-S0I were fabricated in SIMOX films which were formed by
oxygen ion inplantation into p-type (100) Si with a dose of 2.2[10r8/gwF
and at an energy of lB0keV at substrate tenperature of 530 C. The
wafers were annealed at 1lS0C for 6 hours in Nz. The devices were
fabricated by conventional CMOS p!ocessing with p*-polysilicon gate for
control ing the threshold voltage (Vr) and the thickness of f iniitreO S0I
layer becane l2()nn.

Fis.l-(a) and -(U) show the typical Io-Vo characteristics of
ful ly. depleted nch-M0SFETs/T-S0I and the partially-depleted case by
applying the back gate bias of -20V, F0spectively. No kink effect was
observed in the fully-depleted M0SFET, while for partially-depleted case,
the kink was apparently observed because of appearance of neutral region.
Fis.2 shors the neasured carrier nobility of nch-M0SFET/T-S0I as a
function of back gate bias voltaSe. No significant change was seen
between a fully-depleted and a partially-depleted node. This indicates
that the change of the average electric field in a vertical direction due
to T-S0I structure has no significant effect on the carrier nobility.

Fis.3 shors the saturation voltages (V"ot) in a fully-depleted and
partially depleted nch-M0SFETs/T-S0I as a function of (Vn-Vr) which is the
effective gate voltage for the inversion layer. For a fully-depleted node,
the value of the V"ot becane alnost the sane as that of (V"-Vt) and this
indicates that the Io-Vo characteristics of the ful ly-depleted
M0SFET/f-S0I in a saturation region is very close to the ideal
characteristics. But for partially-depleted modes, Vser becane snaller
than that in a full.y-depleted mode. From these data, it is considered that
the mobile charge is more effectively Senerated in an inversion layer for
a fully depleted node due to linited number of space charge as conpared
with the partially-depleted cases, and results in a higher saturation
voltage and also a higher drain current for a fully-depleted case as shown
in Fig.4.

In conclusion, we investigated the T-S0I nature for the Io-Vo
characteristics of M0SFETs, and well denonstrated the feature of the
increase of saturation current in fully-depleted M0SFETs/T-SOI.
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F is.3 Saturation voltages of a ful lv-
depleted (V"ocr=0V) and partial ly-depleted
(Vnncx=-10 and -20V) n-ch t0SFETs/T-S0l
as function of Vc-Vr (L=2ul)
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Fie.2 lleasured carrier nobilitv of
n-ch tlOSF'ETs/T-S0l as a f unct ion of
back gate bias (L=10un)
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F is.4 Saturation current of a f ul ly-
d.pleted(V'o"r=0V) and partial ly-depleted
(Vnncr=-10 and -20V) n-ch tOSfETs/T-S0l
as function of Vc-Vt (1,=2ur)
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